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STRESS

REDUCTION
WITH A WILD TWIST

The CATalyst is a human-animal interaction
experience designed to provide stress relieving
techniques to anyone seeking more balance in their lives.
LEARN TO:

“As a result of the grounding and
connecting to the animals, my perception
shifted in ways beyond description.”
JENNY T. VELEZ, M.D.
Orlando, FL

CATALYSTREFUGE.COM

•

Quickly recognize and reverse the effects of
stress.

•

Comfortably reconnect with and
disempower stress creating, cyclical thought
patterns.

•

Connect and safely interact (through cages)
with some of the world’s most powerful
animals.

•

Process stressful situations in a calm and
balanced way.

•

Use “ordinary” inherent abilities in an
extraordinary way to eliminate stress.

•

Conserve and redirect your energy by
relieving the exhaustive effects of stress.

Quiet your mind and
reconnect to your
true potential.

Experience an Authentic Reconnection to Yourself and the Natural World.
Book Your Session Today.

EYE
TO

EYE

IF YOU HAVE A STORY
OR REPORT THAT YOU
THINK WOULD MAKE
AN INTERESTING ARTICLE
FOR FUTURE PUBLICATION
PLEASE CONTACT:
FIRST M. LASTNAME
AT 555-543-5432 OR
NAME@WEBSITEHERE.COM

The CATalyst experience is free
to combat veterans.

Humans experience prolonged periods of high physiological, emotional
and mental stress. In the natural world, if an animal goes on a hunt or
defends its territory, it enters into a high-stress or survival state only as
long as needed to resolve the situation. Once a threat or opportunity
has been addressed, the animal returns to a natural, calm, relaxed state,
allowing them to conserve energy. Human beings, on the other hand,
often stay in high stress states long after an initial survival trigger has
passed.
TO LEARN MORE, VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CATALYSTREFUGE.COM

TESTIMONIALS
“In my medical practice, I see as many as 75%
of my patients afflicted with stress. I have
deep conviction that one “CATalyst”
experience would give them extremely
valuable tools of simple grounding. And,
exercises and experiences of being in the
present moment that would significantly
benefit them in reducing day to day stress.”
SAURABH CHOKSHI, MD, MBA, PACC
Assistant Professor of Cardiology
University of South Florida
Tampa, FL

www.facebook.com/catalystrefuge

“What this program has done for me is allow me
to take a step back to the basics. To be aware of
myself and the anxiety that I all too often deal
with. The approach is simple, non evasive and
straight forward.
It was awesome to see how the animals almost
mirror your presence. This allows you to see the
effect you have on your surroundings and helps
you adjust. I've used it on days when I'm stuck in
heavy traffic or having troubles calming the
mind before bed.”
SGT. MATT FOULKROD
Retired Florida Army National Guard
690th MP Company
Crystal River, FL
@CATalystRefuge

Kevin Rose

It is important to note that the services provided by The CATalyst are not
intended, marketed or promoted as therapy. The program is described as an
“experience” and does not require the participants to discuss, reveal or relive
past traumas. Instead, The CATalyst educates participants about inherent
stress reduction capabilities and provides powerful practical exercises to
promote self-healing. The exercises allow for self-sufficiency, and can be a
strong adjunct to complement and enhance traditional therapies.
WWW.CATALYSTREFUGE.COM

